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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 As described in the recent book of HSBC’s managing director ErwanRambourg, the 

brands consumed by people are actually more important than the level of money people earn (as 

cited in Willett, 2015) when it comes to assessing one's social standing. Such claims may indeed 

serve to link the emergence of consumer debt, particularly for purchases of 'unnecessary' 

commodities. Globalization—enabled by the disintegration of physical and trade barriers—has 

come to merge multiple cultural values and norms and formed a new hybridized global norm. 

Those inhabiting previously-isolated cultures are now not only made aware of the possibilities of 

adapting different lifestyles, but are granted the means to execute them (Trentmann, 2004). This 

shift from homogeneity to a more pluralist representation of values subsequently prompts local 

businesses to address the demands fueled by consumers' desire for a particular lifestyle, one that 

possibly expresses a valued identity. 

The expected hike in goods consumption as a result of these changes is best explained by 

the concept of consumerism. The Merriam-Webster Dictionary (11 ed.) defines consumerism  as 

"society's preoccupation with and an inclination toward the buying of consumer goods". The 

disintegration of barriers also happens to include that of traditional social hierarchies. The older, 

traditional and static sense of social hierarchy (in the form of class societies) is replaced by the 

mechanisms of consumerism; being fluid, it introduces the new burden of having to actively 

choose an identity rather than being passively assigned one (Trentmann, 2004). This active role 

marks the citizen-consumer's quest for identity formation, and the emergence of new markets 

created to help fulfill this new identity void.  
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These new markets subsequently enables citizens to actualize and express their interests 

more freely. An extension of consumerism premise is the consumption of status-signallers 

(Goldsmith & Clark, 2012). Given the conditions of the newer social hierarchy, consumption is 

now focused more on signals, rather than the actual objects (Trentmann, 2004; Bauer, Wilkie, 

Kim, &Bodenhausen, 2012). Signals inherently serve as communication tools, a means 

necessary to express any particular identity (Eastman, Goldsmith, & Flynn, 1999; 

Nelissen&Meijers, 2011). It also reflects how much an individual values the opinions of others. 

The active citizen-consumer has to set their own social standing and maintain one that is superior 

than others. Therefore, having an association with desirable yet hard-to-attain signallers such as 

luxury items might be a good strategy to achieve said social standing (Bauer et al., 2012).  

Added with the new opportunities of attaining wealth and expansions of purchasing 

power, the rising demands for luxurious goods and more lavish lifestyles becomes prominent. 

The preference that individuals have for branded goods corresponds with the influence and 

power they want to portray for the world to see (Dubois & Duquesne, 1993). The accumulation 

of materialistic wealth as a means to portray one's personal values fits into the essence of 

materialism.  

We now see this "democratization of luxury", where luxury items traditionally 'reserved' 

for the upper class is now accessible for those lower in the social hierarchy—at least in the form 

of products that can substitute desirability (Kapferer, 2006). From everyday luxuries like 

Starbucks that could be found in almost every street of urban cities, to high-end fashion houses 

like Louis Vuitton that speaks wealth, it is becoming apparent that there is indeed a rising 

preference for branded goods and as a result, influencing people into a cult of consuming 
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branded-goods. Our study aims to explore the preferences people have for branded products, in 

relation to the level of their materialistic tendencies and the amount of importance they place for 

status and social identities.  

Preference for Branded Goods 

Understanding the brand preferences of consumers is a crucial part in enabling a better 

perception of the consumer behavior generating the possibility of increased sales and elevation 

of brands' standing in the global markets. Therefore, marketers from all companies focus heavily 

on branding insights (brand knowledge and brand experience) which reflects consumers’ brand 

preferences in order to enhance their competitiveness (Reham, ShawkyEbrahim, 2013).  

Moreover, the establishment of a global culture via mass communication, particularly in 

marketing strategies and mass media, has become a strategy used by many transnational 

companies in an era where national economies are integrating into a global one. The spread, and 

globalization of popular culture (e.g., music, fashion) has become a means to entrap consumer 

loyalties. As reported in Harvard Business Review's article, the rise of global cultures of 

powerful brands have lead many to believe that "like celebrities and politicians, global brands 

have become a lingua franca for consumers all over the world" (Holt, Quelch, & Taylor, 2014). 

This leads us to assume that consumer behavior, when choosing particular branded goods over 

other brands, are to a certain extent influenced by their own and society's perception of the said 

brands. 

As consumerism spikes, the preference of branded goods amongst society have been 

studied vastly in today's psychological researches. Previous literature have shown that the 

preference for branded goods are in part due to materialism (e.g., Podshen, Li & Zhang, 2010) 

and is a byproduct of capitalism (Arnett, 2002; O’Shaughnessy and O’Shaughnessy, 2002). 
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Furthermore, there is a common assumption that people prefer branded goods because it signifies 

status and wealth. These are some examples of what research has found to be predictors of 

consumers preference of branded goods.  

Materialism 

A well-studied predictor of branded good preference is materialism. Contemporary 

society often gauges a person’s success and status by the amount of materialistic wealth someone 

possess or accumulates; materialism is perceived to be a personal value depicted in one’s 

excessive concern on possessions and its significance in ones' lives and well-being (Richins, 

2011). It can be assumed that materialism can often be found in societies with norms that 

idealize lavish lifestyles and luxury possession as indicators of wealth and status. 

Richins and Dawson (1992) defined materialism as a form of personal value classified 

into three types of consumer values. The first is ‘centrality': people acquire and value possessions 

and other forms of wealth because it is perceived to be the center of ones' lives, making it a goal 

in life. The second is 'success’, where people place value on materialistic wealth as they believe 

it to be the measure of their success in life. The third is ‘happiness’: people in this group value 

possessions and wealth because they deem it to be the factor which would result to happiness. 

Conclusions drawn from their study revealed a trend that high scorers place more significance on 

higher income and financial security, simultaneously having lower desires for relationships with 

others, and were not as satisfied with their lives. This highlights a contrast between the West and 

East as it has been found in literature that materialism has often been linked to capitalistic 

western cultures (e.g., United States and Western Europe) (Arnett, 2002; O’Shaughnessy and 

O’Shaughnessy, 2002). Conversely, Eastern cultures places value in one's image and one's 

relationship with others over individualistic gains, thus not only does this point to the already-
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established consensus that materialism itself is a cultural product affecting one's perception of 

objects. 

A cross-cultural study on materialism in Chinese and Thai business undergraduates 

(Watchravesringkan& Dyer, 2007) confirmed the globalization premise of materialism. Using 

the Material Value Scale (MVP; Richins& Dawson, 1992), the study revealed significant 

differences between the means of materialism from both samples, with the Chinese mean being 

significantly higher than the Thai. It was found that in accordance to the three dimensions of 

materialism values (Centrality, Success and Happiness), the Chinese sample has a significantly 

higher mean for the dimensions of success and happiness while no significant difference between 

the two samples can be found for the dimension of centrality. Such results indicate that Chinese 

participants are influenced by the rise in global consumerism despite being from Eastern 

cultures. This lead us to assume that people overconsume branded goods to follow the globalized 

cultures, and are heavily influenced and attracted to materialistic gains as seen in the trends 

found in the research mentioned. 

Further evidence for materialistic tendencies as a predictor of preference for branded 

goods can be found in Podoshen, Li and Zhang's (2011) cross-cultural study. Focusing on the 

rise of materialism and conspicuous consumption among young adult consumers (18-35 years of 

age) in China and the United States, results seem to further verify  Watcharavesringkan and 

Dyer’s (2007) conclusion that there are indeed rises in materialism and conspicuous 

consumerism amongst China’s younger population, with clear distinctions between their 

materialistic values and attitudes towards their consuming tendencies between the two 

populations: Chinese participants scored higher in almost every measure. Such changes in 

materialistic values and conspicuous consumptions in China can be worrisome, as for a nation 
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where social policies and norms is heavily influenced by Confucian teachings, these changes 

may be the cause of possible disagreements between traditional values and the values younger 

generations hold. Furthermore, conclusions drawn from this study gives support to our 

assumption that there is indeed a rise in conspicuous consumerism and that there is a link 

between people's preference for branded goods, conspicuous consumptions and materialism. 

Nonetheless, in another recent study aimed at studying the perception of materialism 

among young Chinese and United State consumers, it was found that despite distinct differences 

between the two sample populations most responses scorings reported were either neutral or very 

close to neutral. This shows that the data obtained from both groups indicate little materialism in 

the sample population (Parker, Haytko&Hermans, 2010). This variation in results when 

compared to prior researches can be due to participants’ reluctance to respond honestly as they 

might not be comfortable with admitting that they are materialistic. This inference was made by 

Parker et al., (2010) as contradictions can be found within the two sample groups in their 

responses. For example, despite the sample in the United States responses being almost neutral 

when it comes to materialism, their scoring for the Defining Success Scale shows that they hold 

high regards for expensive goods and is in possession of things that would impress others, yet 

they still state that they have little regards on material objects as a measure of success. Another 

example from the Chinese sample population is in the responses in the Acquisition Centrality 

Scale, revealing participants’ preference for luxuries in their lives but have place little value on 

material possessions that others do not see or know about. We can infer from such interpretation 

of the results that materialism exists in both sample population groups but at the same time they 

have the tendency to conceal it. 
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It is good to note that a reason China has been an area of interest in the studies of 

materialism in the East is because it has recently gone through industrialization and rapid 

economic growths; a scenario where many theorists have believed to be a factor leading to 

attempts towards consumption-based happiness (Belk, 1985). Moreover, there has been a belief 

that, after a period of restriction of consumption due to constraints in the form of laws or 

regulations, many consumers would undertake actions to ‘catch up’ with the rest of the world as 

seen in the case of consumerism in China (Croll, 2006). Thus, in the case of Thailand, a country 

with similar traditions and cultural norms as China—ergo experiencing similar economic growth 

and development—it is important to explore the effects of globalization towards materialism, 

amongst young consumers, especially with the socioeconomic divide in Thai society. 

Likitapiwat, Sereetrakil and Wichadee's (2015) study conducted such explorations, aimed 

at studying materialistic values amongst university students in Thailand. They included the 

moderating factors of allowance or money received from family, father’s education level and 

occupation, family communication and their susceptibility to peer influence, and subsequently 

and compared their data to Richins and Dawson’s Materialism Value Scale (1992). Results show 

that participants who agree with the statement "money is life" are from the lower socioeconomic 

status group, while those who are of better financial status believes that money is the measure of 

success. Moreover, it found that participants who are easily influenced by peers tend to believe 

that money leads to happiness, in comparison to other groups. This provides additional support 

for the conclusion drawn from Richins and Dawson (1992); it showed that people who score 

higher on materialism are more concerned with materialistic wealth as it leads to enhancement in 

status, success and happiness. Most importantly, the results show that materialistic values are 

changing and increasing, which to an extent is similar to the changes occurring in China.  
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Given the premise that materialism propels purchasing behavior, as with the current issue 

of the Eastern consumers' ambitious "catching-up" with global consumer trends, one can assume 

that materialism is a real issue that affects both cultural and social norms. Hence it has come to 

our attention to explore materialism in Thailand as to better our understanding of it and 

anticipate its consequences in Thai society. More specifically, we would look at the possible 

mechanisms of materialism—the preference for branded products is related through peoples' 

conspicuous consumption.  

Conspicuous Consumption 

Conspicuous consumption refers to the practice of using products to signal its users' 

social status aspirations to other consumers, as a means for gaining preferential treatment via 

their presumed status (Veblen, 1899). The consumer's decision to purchase is never the absolute 

result of an item’s intrinsic utility (Corneo& Jeanne, 1997). Notice the omnipresent design-

“choice” offered by individual brands for their products. Ranging in different prices, these mere 

‘styling’ variances have no actual influence on the item’s inherent physical utility—if any. A red 

bag would still serve the same inherent function if it were blue, or if it contained gold chains, so 

why are certain items considered, and priced superior than others? For one, to cover for the 

prices of certain pieces comprising the item that may play a role in the item’s innate quality 

(Vigneron& Johnson, 2004). The leather edition of item X may indeed be far superior than the 

PVC version of the same item simply because it is resilient against wear and tear, or perhaps the 

craftsmanship required is above than most others. However, in some cases, increases in physical-

function quality by proxy of construct material are marginal, if not unnecessary (Dubois & 

Duquesne, 1993). Thus second, and most importantly, there arises a distinction between an 

item’s quality—or innate utility—and the mere perception of it being superior.  
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An item’s superiority therefore does not solely reside in its physical function, but rather, 

its symbolic—and consequently, social—function for its purchasing owner (Goldsmith & Clark, 

2012). This can be seen in many cases of "big idea marketing", where advertisements promote an 

idea allegedly associated with the item more than the item itself. The marketing of symbols 

rather than products--which in this case, products have become a medium for symbols to exist—

seems understandable; consumers face an abundance of brand choices whilst lacking reasons to 

choose among the possible options (Hernandez, 2012). 

Products convey information about the traits of their owners, without the need for any 

direct interpersonal communication (Nelissen&Meijers, 2011), and reflect the owner’s thoughts, 

feelings, and above all, social background (Eastman, Goldsmith, & Flynn, 1999). Consumers 

thereby use products not just simply express who they are; the items they own serve to implicitly 

tell others that its owner is a member of a particular group in society, and not the other (Dubois 

& Duquesne, 1993). Hence in deciding which items are deemed capable to serve its owners self-

advertising intent, consumers also consider the norms reflective of their reference—desired—

groups (Vigneron& Johnson, 2004). These implied messages consequently confer owners any 

possible preferential treatment by other members of society; items provide status (Rucker 

&Galinsky 2008). Therefore, due to its communication components, having status only matters 

when there is an audience to acknowledge and behave according to its presence/absence 

(Goldsmith & Clark, 2012).  

Goldsmith and Flynn (1999) defined status as a form of power—in the forms of respect, 

influence, etc.—given to individuals for being (or closely attaining to) the normative prototype 

of their host society/culture. It satisfies one’s need of having social relations (through securing 

one’s group membership) whilst maintaining distinctiveness from others (Kastanakis&Balabanis, 
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2011), thus signaling an individual’s place in society (Han, Nunes, &Dreze, 2010). 

Consequently, one’s position in society therefore dictates how others shall treat them in return; 

the higher one’s status is, the more preferential treatment individuals receive (Nelissen&Meijers, 

2011). As follows, it is not difficult to understand why many seek status through numerous 

means. Among the three pathways to attain status—the others being assignment and 

achievement—an individual’s choice of consumption will be the main interests in this 

study.  Such usage of blatant product-consumption to attain and/or flaunt status superiority is 

called conspicuous consumption (Veblen, 1899; Eastman, et al., 1999). This form of conspicuous 

consumption and/or self-advertising becomes more prominent when luxury items are involved, 

because luxuries innately attract attention by the symbolism people attach to them 

(Kastanakis&Balabanis, 2011), regardless of the owner’s intent of consuming the item 

(Vigneron& Johnson, 2004).  

This importance placed on one's possessions points further towards the materialistic basis 

of conspicuous consumption. Goldsmith and Clark (2012) was even able to support this 

suggestion in their study of U.S. student consumers. Their findings showed that materialism was 

positively related to buying products that confer status. 

Flaunting luxury items serves to signal—even falsely, as with the consumption of 

counterfeit luxury goods—owners’ capacity to spend one’s resources so trivially while being 

able to financially survive (Corneo&Jeane, 1997). Wealth and status are clearly intertwined 

because it implies possession of abundant resources to purchase these expensive items, further 

suggesting to perceivers that the owner has desirable competences—should one ignore illegal 

acquisitions of wealth—to be rewarded with such resources (Nelissen&Meijers, 2011). Similar 

to the aforementioned mechanism found in status, this distinctiveness inflicts consumers 
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numerous benefits in social interactions. As such, conspicuous purchasing behavior is not limited 

to the wealthy upper-classmen, but is also conducted by impoverished folks (as seen in the 

supply of counterfeit goods in the market, ergo implying the demand for cheaper, low-quality, 

imitations of status signalers). There is the option for people to hide behind the possessions they 

have. It seems to be a profitable social strategy; paying premium for products to elicit 

preferential, status-dependent treatment in social interactions that possibly have long-term 

outcomes (Nelissen&Meijers, 2011).  

To start, luxury items are marketed in such a way that it distinguishes the owners from 

the dull plebeian masses (Kastanakis&Balabanis, 2011). Chiefly, conspicuously purchasing 

luxury items is more a matter of image and appearance rather than actual function (Truong, 

Simmons, McColl, & Kitchen, 2008). Potential consumers and marketing audiences are made 

aware of the financial and social value these items possess; witnessing the actual transaction is 

no longer a prerequisite to witness the consumer’s wealth as it is sufficiently conveyed by the 

product alone (Dubois & Duquesne, 1993). Moreover, the consensus towards luxury items 

mainly lies with the concept that they possess high price-to-functionality ratios; they are trivially 

priced higher than items with similar tangible features just to lure status-seeking consumers 

(Vigneron& Johnson, 2004).  

The brands and logos held by the luxury item serve—due to their popularity—as status 

signifiers (Dubois & Duquesne, 1993). Yet not all luxury products are “designed” for 

conspicuous displays of wealth. Given the previous premises, status consumption implies the 

social dimension to product consumption; the consumer must be sensitive towards the opinions, 

awareness, and “brand-knowledge” of others to have their purchasing behavior acknowledged in 

the first place (Goldsmith & Clark, 2012). In spite of their exceptional qualities and prices, some 
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luxury brands are “ignored” by the consumer because they cannot signal the owner’s wealth and 

status as explicitly. Their designs are simply too subtle for others to notice (Truong et al., 2008). 

Ergo, brand prominence—a products’ visible markings to help others identify its brand—is a 

strong factor influencing a status-seeking consumer’s decision in purchasing luxury goods. They 

help consumers detect the item, some even, “from miles away”. Subtle logos, in comparison to 

loud ones, are less likely to serve the function of both self-expression and status-signaler (Han et 

al., 2010).  

Ultimately, this is not to make any outright characterizations of consumers. In responding 

to social influence, consumers can still choose to either rebel against, comply with, or ignore the 

influence of others. For that reason, there is still some variety on the extent of consumers’ desire 

to seek social status through means of luxury ownership—presumably in the form of some 

continuous spectrum of being susceptible, or resistant, to social influences and/or prestige 

sensitivity. Consumer independence refers to traits found in individual consumers who are not as 

motivated in gaining approval and/or status from others, and therefore should go inverse with 

one’s level of status-seeking behavior—and ultimately, materialism (Goldsmith & Clark, 2012). 

This was also supported the same study Goldsmith and Clark (2012) conducted on materialism 

and status consumption; materialism was reported to have a significant negative predictive effect 

on consumer independence. 

Given the above literature, and extending from, Goldsmith and Clark's (2012) findings, 

we merged status consumption and consumer independence into conspicuous consumption, our 

mediating variable. Whereby high scores on consumer independence would indicate low scores 

for conspicuous consumptions and vice versa. 
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Considering the cultural characteristic of the modern Thai society where adherence to 

norms are regarded highly, it would be interesting to see how the ‘democratization’ of luxury 

fashion in the region has an effect on the purchasing behavior of its citizens. Particularly, within 

the subgroup of the university-level—ergo educated, and relatively affluent—city dwellers of 

Bangkok.  

Purpose of Study 

This study aims to explore the relationship between peoples' materialistic tendency and 

preference branded products amongst Thai university students, as mediated by conspicuous 

consumption (see Figure 1). 

Conceptual Framework  

 

Figure 1. Conceptual research framework.  

Research Hypotheses 

Based on the aforementioned literature and the theoretical frameworks, three hypotheses 

were formulated for this study. Firstly, materialism will predict brand preference; high scores of 

materialism would co-occur with high scores of brand preference. Secondly, materialism will 

predict conspicuous consumption; the higher materialism scores are, the higher the scores for 
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conspicuous consumption. Lastly, we expect that the positive relationship between materialism 

and brand preference would be mediated by the conspicuous consumption; higher scores on 

materialism will predict higher scores on conspicuous consumption, which in turn predicts 

higher scores on brand preference that is greater than what was predicted by materialism alone.  

To measure this relation, we compiled three sets of questionnaires consisting of adapted 

measures of materialism and conspicuous consumption from previous literatures, and a measure 

of brand preference that we created.  
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Chapter 2 

Method 

Participants 

A total of 107 Thai undergraduate students (Female = 83, Male = 24) from 21 different 

faculties voluntarily participated in our study. Participants are all currently enrolled in Thai 

universities (First year =13, Second year = 13, Third year = 17, Fourth year = 64), and are fluent 

in Thai. Participants' monthly allowance was measured, being separated into three categories; 

“below 5000 THB” (n = 14); “5000 – 10000 THB” (n = 50); and  “over 10000 THB” (n = 

43).No incentives were given for participation.  

Measures 

All measures were translated to Thai by a hired professional translating company, in 

accordance to the target group. 

Demographic information. Participants were asked to provide details of their current 

year of study, gender, nationality, faculty and monthly income/allowance (in Baht).    

Preference for branded products. We created our own measure for brand preference 

because none was previously made. Our design was inspired by luxury item checks compiled by 

Han, Nunes, and Dreze (2010), which assessed for a product's brand visibility. We designed the 

measure in such a way that participants are confronted with product options, that vary according 

to their supposed superiority in showcasing the status of its potential owner (the participants).  

Pilot study.To create the measure, we gathered a collection of images of certain branded 

products, based on our pilot study. We then manually edited the images to create variety within a 

single product item using Adobe's Photoshop CC 2017. Our rationale stems from the possibility 

that certain brands have higher social-currencies than others, and therefore are more effective in 
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capturing attention and enticing when compared to other brands. To ensure the brands used are 

perceived to be luxurious, and to what extent it is 'luxurious' amongst other luxury brands, we 

conducted a manipulation check in the form of Kim and Johnson's (2015) revised Brand Luxury 

Index (BLI). This index compiles 25 different traits pertaining to luxury, which is then rated (on 

a 7-point scale) according to how participants think is fitting for a given brand in terms of 

conspicuousness, uniqueness, quality, hedonism, extended self, and others (such as originality 

and accessibility). Higher overall ratings indicate luxury-superiority of the aforementioned 

brand.  

Using a separate set of participants (N = 20) from the main study, we picked out eight 

luxury brands as mentioned by Rambourg's (2014) brand pyramid (Louis Vuitton, Hermes, 

Coach, Gucci, Tod's, Bottega Venetta, Prada, and Dior) and had participants rate each brand's 

traits using the BLI to rank the brands from least to most luxuriously perceived. This enabled us 

to categorize the brands as high, medium, or low luxury later on in the actual study. Four brands 

(two highest and two lowest luxury) were selected as sample items in our measure of brand 

preference. Having two brands for each end of the hierarchical dimension served to illustrate the 

clear distinctions between their luxury levels. This was to avoid having 'ambiguous-luxury' 

among our items. 

Descriptive statistics of all items are shown in Table 1. None of the items used were 

significantly skewed at p < .001 and were within the range of -3.29 to 3.29. Results from the 

manipulation check revealed that item 2 (Hermes) and item 5 (Gucci) were perceived as most 

luxurious, while item 3 (Coach) and item 6 (Tod's) were perceived as least luxurious. These four 

items were used as sample products in our focal study to measure luxury brand preference.  
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Table 1. 

Descriptive Statistics of Brand Names. 

Item  M SD Minimum Maximum Skewness 
Louis Vuitton 105.00 15.02 83.00 142.00 1.34 
Hermes 142.30 16.41 108.00 169.00 0.87 
Coach 71.55 30.03 34.00 140.00 1.67 
Bottega Venetta 114.20  20.43 65.00 152.00 0.51 
Gucci 124.90  14.51 95.00 146.00 0.91 
Tod's 98.05 27.42 46.00 152.00 0.26 
Prada 106.65 27.73 51.00 143.00 1.06 
Dior 120.55  26.67 56.00 158.00 1.58 

 

Measure of brand preference.In the end, our measure consisted of 22 items, each with a 

predetermined combination of two homogeneous products, with the pairs as either being belts, 

sunglasses, or handbags. Each pair-item consisted of one product that differed in either their: 1) 

brand logo presence, 2) visibility of the present brand logo, or 3) brand names (for the study to 

acknowledge brand hierarchy). Participants thus have to choose which individual item they 

prefer to buy, given the item's brand prominence.  

Under these three conditions, choosing one of the two options in an item with either a 

brand logo (Condition 1), having a larger brand logo present (Condition 2), or of a more luxury 

brand as determined from our pilot study (Condition 3) would grant participants a score of 1 

from the item, while choosing the other option neither provides scores nor score-deductions. 

Two items served as controls, and therefore had no effect on scoring. This measure was not 

found to be significantly skewed and were within the range of -3.29 to 3.29 (skewness = 1.86,p = 

.06). Overall scores (out of 1) were calculated by averaging each respondent's scores across all 

items, whereby a higher score was indicative of greater preference for branded product. This 

measure was found to have high reliability (α = .86). 
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Materialism.  Richins and Dawson's (1992) 5-point Likert-scale for Materialism (1= 

strongly disagree, 5= strongly agree) was used. It comprises of three subscales; happiness 

(e.g.,“I’d be happier if I could afford to buy more things”), success (e.g.,“I admire people who 

own expensive homes, cars, and clothes”), and centrality (e.g., “I like to own things that impress 

people”). Of the 18 original items, 15 were used for this study. Our reasoning stems from 

Likitapiwat, Sereetrakul, Wichadee's (2015) rationale of maintaining a culturally suitable 

measure for the Thai context in that the eliminated items were not suitable for Thai society. 12 

items were direct measures of materialism (e.g., “I like a lot of luxury in my life”), while the rest 

were reverse-scored (e.g., “I put less emphasis on material beings than most people I know”). 

This measure was not found to be significantly skewed (skewness = 0.00,p = .25) and were 

within the range of -3.29 to 3.29. Overall scores (out of 5) were calculated by averaging each 

respondent's scores across all items, whereby a higher score was indicative of higher 

materialism. Based on our current sample, this measure was found to have acceptable reliability 

(α = .69). 

Conspicuous consumption. The mediator of the study, conspicuous consumption, was 

assessed by combining scores of two measures, status consumption (Eastman, Goldsmith, and 

Flynn, 1999) by which consists of 5 items (e.g. "I would pay more for a product if it had status"), 

one of which was reverse scored (e.g. "the status of a product is irrelevant to me") and consumer 

independence (Clark, 2006) by which consists of 5 items (e.g. “I buy things that I like whether 

others agree or not”), all of which were reverse-scored since high scoring (high consumer 

independence) was indicative of low conspicuous consumption. For both scales, participants had 

to rate each item on a 5-point Likert scale.  
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Overall scores (out of 5) were calculated by averaging scores across all items from its 

two measures. This combined measure was found to have high skewness(skewness = 2.85,p< 

.001) even though it was acceptable within the range of -3.29 to 3.29 (Kim, 2013). However, 

Shapiro-Wilk's test revealed that the distribution of this measure was not normally distributed. 

Therefore, we conducted analysis with both square-root transformed and non-transformed data to 

see if the skewness actually affected the result; results showed that it did not. With that, we chose 

to report results obtained from non-transformed data for the ease of interpretation. The combined 

items were found to have good reliability (α = .79). 

Procedure 

The questionnaire was distributed to our targeted participants via an online link. Once 

clicked, participants would be directed to the consent form page detailing all the information 

about the study and its ethicality. After reading through the form and clicking on the agreement 

box, participants had to complete our compiled questionnaire consisting of their basic 

demographic information and scales to assess the variables of our study. They were then 

provided with debrief of the study upon completion. Data collected was computed into SPSS for 

data analysis. 
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Chapter 3 

Results 

Descriptive statistics and inter-correlation of all variables were first examined (see Table 

2). Results revealed a significant low positive predictive effect between materialism and 

preference for branded products, materialism and conspicuous consumption, and conspicuous 

consumption and preference for branded products.  

Table 2. 

Means, Standard Deviations and Zero-Order Correlations for Preference for Branded Products, 

Materialism, and Conspicuous Consumption, Gender, and Monthly Allowance. 

Variables M  SD Preference Materialism Conspicuous 
Consumption 

Preference 0.64  0.25 .86   
Materialism 2.99  0.45 .42*** .69  
Conspicuous Consumption 
Gender 
Monthly Allowance 

2.37 
- 
- 

0.57 
- 
- 

.40*** 
-.05 
.12 

.49*** 
-.01 
.16 

.79 
-.11 
.15 

Note. Cronbach’s alpha of each scale is indicated in bold. Gender and money were 
dichotomously coded (1 = Female, 2 = Male) and (1 = Below 5000 THB, 2 = 5000-10000 THB, 
3 = Over 10000 THB), respectively. 
*** p< .001 

To address all three hypotheses, a mediation analysis was conducted with materialism as 

the predictor, conspicuous consumption as the mediator, and preference for branded products as 

the criterion using PROCESS macro from SPSS. Gender and monthly allowance were controlled 

during analysis to prevent its potential influence on the results (see Table 3). 
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Table 3. 

Unstandardized Beta Coefficients, Confidence Interval, R-squared, and R-squared Change in  

Regression Analysis with Preference for Branded Products as Criterion, Materialism as 

Predictor, Conspicuous Consumption as Mediator, and Gender and Monthly Allowance as 

Covariates. 

  b SEb CI(95%) R2 R2change 

Step 1 
 
 

 
(Constant) 
Gender 
Monthly Allowance 
Materialism 
 

 
-.05 
-.02 
.02 
.23*** 
 

 
.17 
.05 
.03 
.05 
 

 
-.39-.29 
-.13-.08 
-.05-.08 
.13-.33 
 

.18*** - 

Step 2  
(Constant) 
Gender  
Monthly Allowance 
Materialism 
Conspicuous Consumption 

 
-.11 
-.01 
.01 
.16** 
.11* 

 
.17 
.05 
.03 
.06 
.04 

 
-.45-.22 
-.11-.09 
-.05-.08 
.05-.27 
.02-.19 

.23*** .05* 

*p< .05, **p< .01, *** p< .001. 

Results after controlling for gender and monthly allowance revealed that materialism was 

a significant positive individual predictor of preference for branded products, b = .23, SEb = .05, 

t(103) = 4.55, p < .001, explaining 18% of the total variance found in preference for branded 

products, F(3, 103) = 7.58, p < .001. Therefore, the first hypothesis was supported.  

Next, we test whether the predictor can predict our potential mediator, i.e., conspicuous 

consumption. The result showed that materialism significantly predicted conspicuous 

consumption, b = .61, SEb = .11, t(103) = 5.52, p < .001. Therefore, the second hypothesis was 

also supported.  
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We then added conspicuous consumption to the model as a mediator and found that it 

significantly predicted preference for branded products, b = .11, SEb = .04, t(102) = 2.46, p = 

.02.  

The indirect effect of materialism to preference for branded products via conspicuous 

consumption is greater than zero, b = .07, SEb = .03. The confidence interval of the indirect 

effect calculated from 5000 bootstrapped samples did not contain zero (95% CI [0.02-0.14]), 

suggesting that this indirect effect was significantly positive. The new model explained an 

additional 5% of the total variance found in preference for branded products F(4, 102) = 7.47, p 

< .001. When compared together, the direct effect of materialism on preference for branded 

products was reduced from .23 to .16, which was still significant [b = .16, SEb = .06, t(102) = 

2.92, p = .004]. Therefore, we can conclude that conspicuous consumption partially mediated the 

relationship between materialism and brand preference, and that our third hypothesis was 

supported.  
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Figure 2. Unstandardized regression coefficients for the relationship between materialism and 

preference for branded products as mediated by conspicuous consumption.  

*p< .05, **p< .01, *** p< .001. 
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Chapter 4 

Discussion 

This study explores the relationship between materialism and brand preference, 

specifically via conspicuous consumption. 

Results support the first hypothesis on the relation between materialism and brand 

preference, albeit being a small coefficient; those with high levels of materialism are likelier to 

be inclined towards purchasing branded luxury goods. This is consistent with Podoshen, Li and 

Zhang's (2011), and Watcharavesringkan and Dyer’s (2007) study on materialism and branded 

goods. Hence, our results adds on to the pool of empirical evidence for the predictive effect 

between the two, even suggesting that materialistic tendencies amongst Thais—at least within 

the undergraduate population—are increasing.  

The second hypothesis, predicting that materialism will have an effect on conspicuous 

consumption, was supported in our study. This result falls in line with previous literature that 

lists conspicuous consumption as an indicator of materialism or vice versa. Our rationale for 

using conspicuous consumption was due to the fact that Thais place value in the items which 

they possess. To them, these items serves as indicators of their personal values and is symbolic 

of their status and standing in society. An assumption that can be drawn from such results is that 

the younger generation of Thais are more susceptible of influences from global social norms; 

they may have the tendency to be materialistic because it gives them face.   

The third hypothesis asserts the connection between the three variables: a) the higher 

someone scores in materialism, the higher their likelihood of conspicuous consumption, b) the 

higher one's tendency for conspicuous consumption is, the likelier they are to opt for branded 

goods over non-branded, and higher-ranking luxury goods over lower-ranking ones, and c) the 
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relationship between materialism and brand preference would be better explained when 

conspicuous consumption was also considered. Our findings was able to support this too; 

conspicuous consumption was significantly related to materialism, and brand preference, 

ultimately creating the link between the three variables. 

Our findings falls in line with our rationale that globalization affects consumer behavior. 

Through exposure to the media and global cultures, university-level students are most 

susceptible to be influenced by the media, ergo changing their perceptions of wealth and success. 

This subsequently can increase their tendencies to own more valuable possessions as to look 

'good' and appear 'competent', ergo having influence, in the eyes of peers and society.  

Limitations 

Our study is not without its flaws, mainly for reasons extending from the limited time we 

had. As a result, we were unable to gather a larger pool of participants, which could have 

alternatively provided stronger support for bridging materialism, conspicuous consumption, and 

brand preference. Moreover, we also failed to conduct a manipulation check in the main the 

study. This could have solidified the reliability and validity of our measure on brand preferences.  

As our materialism scale has been translated from its original language (English) into 

Thai, results indicated lower-than-desired-yet-significant reliability score, hence, the translated 

form of the scale might not be as useful in measuring materialistic tendencies. This is not to 

discredit the original materialism scale, as it had significant high reliability. Rather, it points out 

to issues of translation, which we could have preemptively addressed by gathering a small 

sample group fluent in both Thai and English to test the scale. 
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 Another limitation resides in the method we used to collect our data. Since our study was 

conducted using a survey, we could not entirely guarantee that participants were not self-biased, 

thus potentially providing us with inaccurate data. Moreover, the online nature of the survey 

inadvertently eliminates populations from lower socioeconomic backgrounds, seeing that they 

are less likely to have access to our survey. This ultimately restricts the consumer-behavior 

narrative of Thailand. Perhaps, individuals from this group would see items in its true utilitarian, 

and not social, value; the reverse is also possible. Nonetheless, we cannot assess the true societal-

hierarchy component in people's consumption behavior.  

Implications/Future research 

As far as we know, our study is the first to explore peoples' preference for brands by 

asking participants to directly rate their brand preferences for status-signallers. Though our study 

indicated partial mediation, it provides more room for the exploration of brand preference. Given 

that it is not exclusive to materialism and conspicuous consumption, studies can further explore 

other factors, like peoples' preference for quality. Some people might associate luxury brands 

with superior quality and craftsmanship, more than its "status-signaling" capacity.  

As previously mentioned in our limitations, it would be interesting to evaluate groups 

from different socioeconomic backgrounds, and compare their preference for branded products; 

thereby developing a better view of Thailand's consumer-behavior narrative. Additionally, the 

inclusion of the quality-preference variable will make it more interesting in investigating the 

recent phenomenon of masstige—luxury items that appeal and is accessible to the masses—and 

the presence of counterfeit goods. Logically speaking, it would be wise for a person of a lower 

income to save their money to purchase an expensive item that is built to last—ergo reducing 
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future replacement costs—rather than buying a cheaper, low-quality item that merely imitates the 

social appeal of an expensive, high-status one. 

Lastly, our study was the first to introduce a measure that has potential to aid future 

studies investigate consumer perception towards certain goods, if our initial study construct is 

developed. Note how younger generations will be the ones contributing most to the circulation of 

money; their buying behavior is reflective of the influx of modern values in Thai society, 

subsequently shaping the perception towards wealth and success. 

 Marketers might be able to make use of our initial findings, in order to find more 

effective means of advertising and improving brand image (e.g., having the same aesthetic as 

luxurious brands) and as a result, be able to appeal to consumer values, and ultimately, obtaining 

consumers' loyalties. This also benefits not just marketers, but policymakers hoping to establish 

an environment that can encourage purchasing behavior, be it in the form of  creating symbolic 

sentiments supporting consumptive behavior, or improving the appeal of local brands.  
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Appendix A 

Richin and Dawson’s Materialism Scale 

กรุณาเลือกวาคุณเห็นดวยมากนอยเพียงใดกับขอความตอไปนี้ 

1. ฉันจะมีความสุขมากขึ้นถาสามารถซื้อสิ่งของตางๆ ไดมากกวานี ้

2. ฉันชอบการมีชีวิตที่หรูหรา 

3. บางคร้ังฉันก็รูสึกหงุดหงิดที่ไมสามารถซื้อทุกอยางที่ตองการได 

4. การซื้อของทําใหฉันมีความสุขมาก 

5. การครอบครองวัตถุสิ่งของที่ดีกวานี้ไมไดทําใหฉันมีความสุขมากขึ้น  

6. ฉันมีทุกอยางที่จําเปนจริงๆ ตอการใชชีวิตอยางมีความสุข 

7. ชีวิตของฉันจะดีกวานี้ถาฉันไดครอบครองสิ่งของบางอยางที่ฉันยังไมมี 

8. ฉันรูสึกชื่นชมคนที่มีบาน รถยนตและเสื้อผาราคาแพง 

9. หนึ่งในความสําเร็จที่สําคัญที่สุดในชีวิตก็คือการไดครอบครองวัตถุสิ่งของตางๆ 

10. ฉันไมคอยใหความสําคัญวาจํานวนวัตถุสิ่งของที่คนอ่ืนๆครอบครองคือเคร่ืองหมายของการประสบความสําเร็จ 

11. สิ่งของที่ฉันครอบครองอยูบงบอกวาฉันมีชีวิตที่ดีเพียงไร 

12. ฉันใหความสําคัญตอวัตถุสิ่งของนอยกวาคนสวนมากที่ฉันรูจัก 

13. สิ่งของที่ฉันครอบครองอยูไมไดมีความสําคัญตอฉันมากนัก 

14. ฉันตองการครอบครองสิ่งที่ทําใหคนอ่ืนรูสึกชื่นชม 

15. ฉันพยายามทําใหชีวิตของฉันเรียบงายกับวัตถุสิ่งของเทาที่มี  
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Appendix B 

กรุณาเลือกวาคุณเห็นดวยมากนอยเพียงใดกับขอความตอไปนี้ 

Status Consumption 

1. ฉันยอมจายเงินเพ่ิมขึ้นเพ่ือซื้อสินคาที่ดูดีมีระดับ 

2. ฉันจะซื้อสินคาเพียงเพราะวามันดูดีมีระดับ 

3. ฉันสนใจในสินคาใหมๆ ที่ดูดีมีระดับ 

4. ความดูดีมีระดับของสินคาไมใชสิ่งสําคัญสําหรับฉัน 

5. สินคาจะมีคามากขึ้นสําหรับฉันถาเปนสินคาที่ดูหรูหรา 
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Appendix C 

Consumer Independence 

กรุณาเลือกวาคุณเห็นดวยมากนอยเพียงใดกับขอความตอไปนี้ 

1. เมื่อซื้อของบางอยางความชอบและรสนิยมสวนบุคคลเปนสิ่งที่สําคัญสําหรับฉันมาก กวาความคิดเห็นของคนอ่ืนๆ  

2. ฉันซื้อสิ่งของที่ฉันชอบไมวาคนอ่ืนๆ จะเห็นดวยหรือไมก็ตาม 

3. ฉันไมสนใจวาสินคาและย่ีหอที่ฉันซื้อจะตรงกับความคาดหวังของคนอ่ืนๆ หรือไม 

4. ฉันซื้อสินคาที่ดีที่สุดสําหรับฉันโดยไมกังวลวาคนอ่ืนๆ จะคิดอยางไร  

5. ทุกคร้ังที่ซื้อของ ฉันมักจะตัดสินใจดวยตัวเอง 
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Appendix D 

Brand Preference Measure 

ภายใตสมมติฐานที่วาคุณสามารถใชจายไดอยางไมจํากัดกรุณาเลือกสินคาที่คุณนาจะซื้อใหตัวเองมากที่สุดจากสินคาเหลานี้ 
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